
Principal Goals 2020-21  

 

1. Support, retain, and develop our faculty.  

 Provide regular and varied forms of constructive feedback for all faculty.  

 Work with the admin team to evolve how we provide feedback to teachers in a regular, authentic, 

and meaningful way.  

 Visit, at least, ten classes per week.  

 Continue to implement Beginning Teacher Support Plan. 

 Steward processes for reflective practice for all faculty. (e.g., peer-to-peer observations, school visits, 

teacher book groups, instructional rounds, etc.)  

 Continue Project Marigold to emphasize, creatively and explicitly, the need for faculty self-care.  

 Support current faculty of color to ensure that Woods is a place where they are safe, respected, fulfilled, 

and cared for. 

  

2. Mindful of the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics (things tend toward chaos unless you invest new 

energy into the system), strengthen and deepen the sense of community at Woods as 

experienced by students, faculty, and parents.  

 Nurture the culture of Woods to make sure it continues to grow as a place that is community-minded, 

relationship-based where respect, civility, and a playful spirit have happy homes.   

 Foster a culture that supports diversity of thought and constructive, civil discourse. 

 

3. Practice Leadership-by-Walking-Around.  

 Be present in classrooms, hallways, and at extracurricular/athletic events.  
  

4. Diversify our student body by increasing the diversity of our lottery pool and attracting more 

job applicants from teachers of color.  

 Skillfully implement the school’s revised Admissions Policy that includes a new priority placement 

category for students from economically disadvantaged families.  

 Increase opportunities for faculty to participate in professional development that focuses on diversity, 

equity, and inclusion in K-12 education. 

 

5.   Communicate regularly and proactively with Woods families using multiple forms. 
 Leverage traditional and digital media for articulating and reiterating our philosophy, mission, and 

values.  

 Compose a monthly reflection piece to the community that offers a principal’s perspective on 

educational issues and school happenings. 

 Implement new guidelines for newsletter effectiveness. 

 Publish Woods Finances 101 by October 1, 2020. 

 

6. Develop and implement plans for continuing school during the COVID-19 pandemic, while 

clearly and emphatically holding student/faculty safety and student learning at the center.   

 Communicate regularly with families about the plan and its implementation. 

 

7. Keep our fundraising efforts robust, even as we navigate the local impact of the global 

recession. 

 

*These goals were written with the hope of a return to in-person instruction. A continuation of remote instruction may 

prevent/alter achievement of one or more of these goals. 


